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Mama, Mama

Marzollo, Jean

0-694-01245-9

For babies just entering the world this comforting poem affirms
the special bond between mothers and babies everywhere.
Ages 6 months+

Illustrated by Laura Regan

Board book
La Leche League Intern’l

Harper Festival (A division of Harper
Collins Publishers)

ISBN

Where Did I Come From? -
African-American Edition

Mayle, Peter

0-8184-0608-9

This book helps parents explain the facts of life to their curious
children. Information is presented with humor and honesty
while learning how babies are really made. One full
breastfeeding illustration. Ages 8-11

46 pgs.Lyle Stuart Kensington Publishing
Corp., 1977

ISBN

Pirate Queen, The

McCully, Emily Arnold

(HC) 0-399-22657-5
(PB) 0-698-11629-1

This large size picture book with dramatic illustrations tells the
story of Grania O’Malley, born in Ireland in 1530. She grew up
to be a skillful sea captain and pirate. She even met Queen
Elizabeth I of England. One picture shows her nursing her dayold
infant. Ages 6+Illustrated by Emily McCully

32 pgs.G.P. Putnam’s Sons, New York,
1995

ISBN

Child’s Book of Lullabies, A

McKellar, Shona

0-7894-1507-0

Lullabies are more than songs for sleeping. They express the
intimate relationships between parent and child in words,
music, rythm and rhyme. Written music included. One painting
of mom nursing baby. All ages

Illustrated by Mary Cassatt

Dorling Kendersley Ltd. Publishing,
1997

ISBN

One Round Moon and
a Star for Me

Mennen, Ingrid

(HC) 0-531-06804-8

A new baby girl is lovingly welcomed in rural South Africa. Her
older brother is reassured of his place and belonging in the
family. Beautiful color illustrations show Mama nursing the new
baby. Close father-son relationship. Ages 3-8

Illustrated by Nikki Daly

32 pgs.Orchard Books 1994 ISBN

Where Do Babies Come
From?

Meredith, Susan

(HC) 0-7460-0691-8
(PB) 0-7460-0690-X

Explains conception, pregnancy, birth and infancy. All races
are represented in the color illustrations. Mom seen nursing in
the hospital. A diagram of the breast describes it as “the best
food for a baby”. Bottlefeeding also described but not shown.
Ages 6-12Illust. by Sue Stitt, Kuo Kang Chan

24 pgs.
Collector’s Item

EDC Publishing, 1991, Usborne
Starting Point Science Series

ISBN
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Everywhere Babies

Meyers, Susan

0-15-202226-0

Every day, everywhere, babies are born. They’re kissed and
dressed and rocked and fed - and completely adored by the
families who love them. One breastfeeding and two bottle
feeding pictures. Multicultural. Ages 2-5

Illustrated by Marla Frazee

32 pgs.Harcourt, Inc., San Diego, 2001 ISBN

I was Born to be a Sister

Michaels-Gualthieri, Akaela S.

1-930775-11-3

For the child in your life with a new baby sister or brother, this
colorful picture book depicts the stages that an older sister
goes through with a younger sibling; the new adventure
stage, the tortured by a toddler stage, and finally the friendship
stage. Also includes a song just for sisters. Ages 3-7Illustrated by Mary Dunn Ramsey

32 pgs.
Hard cover
La Leche League Intern’l

ISBN

If My Mom Were a Platypus

Michaels, Dia L.

1-930775-02-4

This fascinating introduction to the world of mammals shows
how all babies have to eat, learn, grow and mature. Each one
must embark on the journey to maturity but the path varies
dramatically depending on if the young mammal is a bear, bat,
shrew, seal, koala or a child. Ages 8-12. Grades 3-6Illustrated by Andrew Barthelmes

64 pgs
La Leche League Intern’l

Platypus Media LLC, Washington
DC, 2001

ISBN

Look What I See! Where Can
I Be? In The Neighbourhood

Michaels, Dia L.

1-930775-00-8

Intended for the youngest readers, this guessing game book
shows children how to be aware of the world around them.
Exploring the neighbourhood from the warm embrace of a
loving family, this story inspires children to devise their own
guessing games. Ages 0-4Photographs by Michael Bowles

Platypus Media, 2001 ISBN

Breastmilk Makes My
Tummy Yummy

Moen, Cecilia

(HC) 9163082535

This book is ideal for a nursing toddler. Simple, rhymed verse
accompanies the multicultural illustrations of babies and
toddlers nursing in various situations: in the bath, when
mummy is on the phone, in a family bed, etc. Tandem nursing
is also shown. Ages 2-4Illustrated by Author

14pgs.
Board Book
La Leche League Canada

Midsummer Press, Sweden , 1999 ISBN

Human Cycle, the

Morgan, Nina

(HC) 1-56847-094-0

This book follows the rythm of human life - conception, birth,
childhood, maturity, aging and death. One photo of a mom
breastfeeding. No bottles or pacifiers. Beautiful multicultural
and multigenerational pictures. Ages 6-12

Photographs by John Yates

32 pgs.Wayland (Publishers) Ltd., 1993 ISBN
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Cuddlers, The

Morgan, Stacy Towle

0-912500-41-7

This children's book captures the warmth and love a family
experiences when children are drawn to the security of their
parent's bed. The beautiful full color illustrations will hold the
interest of every "cuddler" in your house.

Illustrated by Marvin Jarboe

32 pgs.
La Leche League Intern’l

ISBN

Mama Means Milk

Myers, Anne Marie

(PB) 0968945406

This delightful short story was written to educate mother's
world wide about the benefits of attachment parenting, cosleeping
and breastfeeding beyond infancy. The illustrations
are full page and are ethnically diverse. Ages 18 mo +

Illustrated by Christina Renaud

CanadianPublished by Anne Marie Myers.
Ridgetown, Ontario N0P 2C0
2001

ISBN

Contemplating Your Belly
Button

Nanao, Jun

0-916291-60-X

A simple illustrated book explains how people come to have
belly buttons from conception to birth. One illustration of mom
feeding baby after birth. Ages 2-5

Illustrations by Tomoka Haseqawa

31 pgs.Kane/Miller Book Publications, 1995 ISBN

Near Mama’s Heart

Newman, Colleen

(PB)141207919-5

This is a gentle and loving book with real pictures of nursing 
babies and their families. The rhyming verse and beauiful 
photography features babies of different ethnic backgrounds and
ages in a variety of settings.
Ages 1-5

Trafford Publishing, 2006 ISBN

How Was I Born?

Nilsson, L. & S., Lean Katarina

(HC) 0-385-31357-8
(BP) 0440507677

A Swedish preschooler tells the story of her baby brother's
birth. Three lovely photographs show the new baby nursing
just after birth. Additional text explains conception, birth and
growth and development of babies. Ages 4-8

Color photos by Lennart Nilsson

80 pgs.Delacort Press 1994 ISBN

Child is Born, A

Nilsson, Lennart

0-385-33755-8

(Text by Lars Hamberger) This fourth edition of the international 
classic brings revolutionary photographic technology and artistry 
to a landmark work. Packed with breathtaking never-before-seen
photos and new text, this awesome journey from fertilization to
birth is a timeless masterpiece.

240 pgs.Merloyd Lawrence Book / Delta
Paperbacks, 2003

ISBN
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I'm Made of Mama's Milk

Olsen, Mary

0-9715374-02

This book beautifully and realistically portrays the intimate
relationships between the author and her breastfed daughter.
In loving rhyming verse she describes how breastfeeding
benefits her and how she nurses. Colorful and dreamy images
depict the bond between mother, child and father.Illustrated by Mary Olsen

24 pgs.
Board book

Printed in Thailand
2001

ISBN

101 Things to do with a Baby

Ormerod, Jan

0-14-050447-8

A little girl finds that even chores like washing and bathing
provide new games with her baby brother.

32 pgs.Penquin Books Canada Ltd.,
2801 John St., Markham, Ontario
L3R 1B4, 1986

ISBN

Welcome with Love

Overend, Jenni

(HC) 0-916291-96-0

Jack is excited for today his mother is due to give birth to a new
baby - a home birth at which Jack will be present along with his
family. A heartwarming description of a family’s participation in a
home birth told with a loving understanding of this most
intimate yet shared event. Ages 3+Illustrated by Julie Vieras

30 pg.Miller Book Publishers, Australia,
1999

ISBN

No Bigger Than My Teddy
Bear

Pankow, Valerie

0-9728460-0-X

A little boy describes how the hospital staff provided care for
his premature baby brother. One paragraph describes mom
breastfeeding. Ages 4-7

Illustrations by Gwen Connelly

24 pgs.Family Books, Petaluma, California,
2004

ISBN

Les familles du Nunavik

Paquin, France

2-9805802-3-6

Ce livre a pour but de faire connatre les mouers de
reproduction de certains mammifères et oeseaun du Nunavik.
Les dessens réalistes qui accompagnent le tente stimulent l´
imagination des infants.

Illustrations by J. Rémillard-Bélanger

CanadianTraduction en inuttitut: Sarah
Beaulne, Les éditions du soleil du
minuit 1999.

ISBN

See How Yow Grow

Pearse, Patricia

(HC) 0-8120-5936-0

(A Lift the Flap Body Book) Five year old Sarah and her family
welcome a new baby brother. Fetal development and human
growth are explained. The baby breastfeeds in the hospital
with Sarah and her family cuddled close. Ages 4-8

Illustrated by Edwina Reddell

32 pgs.Barron's, 1998 ISBN
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Michelle, the Nursing
Toddler

Pinczuk, Jane M.

(HC) 0912500409

A whimsical, rhyming children's story with multicultural appeal
about growing up in a family that loves to the fullest with
mother's milk and daddy's hugs and special visits from
grandparents. Michelle blooms from an infant to a toddler,
developing confidence and pride along the way. Ages 4-8.Illustrated by Barbara Murray

25 pgs.La Leche League International 1998 ISBN

I Love My Mommy Because...

Porter-Gaylord, Laurel

0-525-47247-9

The story borrows simple phrases from a child's experience to
show that animal mothers take care of their young, too.
Illustrations are in soft colors. One sketch shows a ewe nursing
her lamb. Board book - ages 2+

Illustrations by Ashley Wolff

16 pgs.Dutton Children's Books (Penguin
Young Readers Group), New York,
1991

ISBN

Story of Christmas, The

Ray, Jane

(HC) 0-525-44768-7

Words from the Gospel of Matthew and Luke -
Beautiful folk art style. Several breastfeeding illustrations.

Illustrated by Author

24 pgs.
Collector’s Item

Dutton, 1991 ISBN

Hello Baby!

Rockwell, Lizzy

(HC) 051780011X
(PB) 0517800748

A young boy describes his mother's pregnancy, his sister's
hospital birth, homecoming and first day at home. One nice
breastfeeding illustration. Ages 3-6

28 pgs.Crown Publishers
1999

ISBN

New Baby, The

Rogers, Fred

(HC) 0-399-21236-1
(PB) 0-399-21238-8

We can help our firstborns to accept a new baby by assuring
them of their own special place in the family - a place that no
one else can ever take. Picture of mom breastfeeding and dad
bottle feeding. Shows both white and African-American family.

Photographs by Jim Judkis

26 pgs.Penguin Putman Books for Young
Readers, New York, 1985

ISBN

Mommy’s in the Hosptial
Having a Baby

Rosenberg, Maxine B.

0-395-71813-9

A new baby in the family is always exciting. Informative text and
photos answers questions most children have about the care
new babies and thier mothers receive while in hospital. Both
bottle and breast feeding shown. Ages 3-6

Photographs by Robert Maass

28 pgs.Clarion Books, New York, 1997 ISBN
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Mama’s Milk

Ross, Michael Elsohn

13:978-1-58246-181-6
10:1-58246-181-3

When it's time to nurse, it's only natural for babies to cuddle up to
their mamas. Tender illustrations and a soothing bedtime
rhyme cellebrate breastfeeding and the bonding that is so
important to little ones. Uses examles from a variety of
mammals. Human examples are multicultral. Ages 1+Illustrations by Ashley Wolff

24 pgs.
New This Year!

Tricycle Press, Toronto, 2007 ISBN

New Baby, The
Featuring Marta the Mouse

Rourke, Janet

0-9729583-1-2

Marta is a worried little mouse. Mrs. Brown is about to deliver
her baby and a case of formula has been delivered to the
house. Is Mrs. Brown going to breastfeed or formula feed?
Marta and her friends all get in on the action. Ages 4-8

Illustrations by Joyce Moore

18 pgs.Pharmasoft Publishing, Amarillo,
Texas, 2004

ISBN

Teeny Tiny Baby, A

Schwartz, Amy

(HC) 0-531-06818-8

This first baby is center of attention in his family. Although a
bottle is pictured on the dust jacket and Dad is shown feeding
the bottle in one illustration, Mother is nursing in eight other
pictures. Baby sleeps between his parents in a family bed and
is carried in a sling by his father. Ages 3+Illustrated by Amy Schwartz

32 pgs
Collector’s Item

Orchard Books, 1994 ISBN

Teeny Tiny Baby,A

Schwartz, Amy

(Board Book)
1-59643-195-3

Reprint Edition. A two week-old baby describes the many
activites he enjoys both at home and out in the busy city.
Ages 1-3

Collector’s Item that has been
reprinted.

Roaring Book Press, 2006 ISBN

On Mother's Lap

Scott, Ann Herbert

(PB) 0395629764

This sweet children's book captures the love and security a
little boy named Michael feels as he snuggles on his mother's
lap. But will his mother have enough room for him when his
baby sister wants to snuggle too?

Illustrated by Flo Coalson

32 pgs.Clarion Books, 1992 ISBN

What Baby Needs

Sears & Sears & Watts-Kelly

031678767-1

The needs of a new baby are described in terms a preschooler
can understand and shows many positive ways for children to
interact with a new baby. Includes nice breastfeeding pictures.
A companion book about pregnancy, Baby on the Way,
explains the changes when expecting a new baby. Ages 3-6

28 pgs.Little Brown & Company 2001 ISBN
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Baby on the Way

Sears, W. & M., and Kelly, C.

0-316-78767-1

Lighthearted cartoons encourage older brothers and sisters to
see themselves as competent to contribute to the new family
addition.

Illustrated by Renee Andriani

28 pgs.Little, Brown and company
New York, 2001

ISBN

Saturday with Mez

Serafin, L. and Rohrer, J.

n/a

This is a black & white photographic collection of a day in the
life of a breastfeeding toddler. Mez has a busy day helping Dad
and Mom do the family chores. His schedule is interspersed
with special time at Mom's breast. Ages 2+

28 pgs.
New This Year!

Creative Commons, 2004
www.creativecommons.org/licenses
/by-nc-nd/2.5/

ISBN

Where Do Babies Come
From? A Book for Children & 
P t

Sheffield, Margaret

(HC) 0-394-48482-7

This book begins with an illustration of a dark-skinned mother
nursing a newborn infant. The text is simple and direct.
Illustrations are softly colorful. Ages 6-12

Illustrations by Sheila Bewley

33 pgs.
Collector’s Item

Alfred A. Knopf, 1991 ISBN

Best Gifts, The

Skrypuch, Marsha Forchuk

(HC) 1-55041-391-0
(PB) 1-55040-385-6

A beautiful story following the life cycle of Sara through her
birth, childhood, marriage and birth of her own son.
Illustrations are soft, gentle watercolors. Sara received the
most important gifts from her parents and passes them on to
her own baby son. Ages 4-8Illustrated by Halina Below

23 pgs.
Canadian

Fitzhenry and Whiteside Ltd. 95
Allstate Parkway, Ontario
L3R 4T8, 1999

ISBN

How Are Babies Made?

Smith, Alistair

(PB) 0-7460-2502-5

This is a “Flip-Flap” book about conception, pregnancy and
new babies. One illustration of a mother nursing her baby.
Two large bottles are also shown on the page. Ages 4-8

Illustrations by Maria Wheatley

16 pgs.Usborne Publishing, 1999 ISBN

What is a Mammal?

Snedden, Robert

0-87156-929-9

What exactly is a mammal? This book explores the similarities
between creatures we identify as mammals from the earth, sky
and sea. Ages 7-10

Illustrated by Adrian Lascom

Photos by Oxford Scientific Films
Sierra Club Books For Children,
San Fransisco, 1997

ISBN
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Amie

Stafford, Terry

0-9691404-1-X

Amie is the story of a day in the life of a nursing toddler. Amie
offers nursing toddlers and their parents a heroine they can
identify with as she shows them trhough her busy, happy day.
With warmth and humour, Amie will give much needed support
as it strikes a familiar chord in parent and child alike.Illustrated by Author

30 pgs.
Canadian
Collectors Item

Children’s Studio Books, Fort
Langley, B.C.,1984

ISBN

Amie & Anika

Stafford, Terry

0-9691404-0-1

Parents and children will enjoy this charming book about
becoming and being a sister or brother. It is warm and down to
earth and the “no-longer babies” will identify with their story.

Illustrated by Author

32 pgs.
Canadian
Collectors item

Children’s Studio Books, Fort
Langley, B.C.,1983

ISBN

Oh Baby!

Stein, Sara

(HC) 0-8027-8261-2
(PB) 0-8027-7464-4

Text is simple and clear. Focus on needs and abilities of
babies.

Photos by Holly Anne Shelowitz

34 pgs.
Collector's Item

Walker, 1993 ISBN

That New Baby

Stein, Sara Bonnett

(HC) 0-8027-6175-5
(PB) 0-8027-7227-7

Although the clothing and haircuts appear dated, the text is as
timely today as when it was written. A two-parent Black
American family helps a preschool son and school age
daughter accept the new baby into their lives with love and
understanding. Ages 3-8b/w photos by Dick Frank

Collector's ItemWalker, 1974 ISBN

Bare Naked Book, The

Stinson, Kathy

(HC) 13:
978-1-55451-050-4
(PB) 1-55451-050-3

This fun book of illustrated body parts includes hair, teeth,
noses, tonques, eyes, ears, shoulders, belly buttons, nipples
(one mom shown feeding her baby while reading to a sibling),
hands, fingers, penises, vaginas, bums, knees, feet and toes.
Ages 2-5Illustrations by Heather Collins

CanadianAnnick Press, 2006 ISBN

Baby Days

Thompson, Carol

(HC) 0-02-789325-1
(PB) 0-7736-7323-7

Babies lead busy lives, from the moment they wake up until
they go to sleep at night. There are expressive pictures,
simple stories, rhymes and colorful illustrations of familiar
objects. One baby is shown breastfeeding. An empty bottle,
baby cup and pacifiers are also shown. Age - toddlerIllustrations by Carol Thompson

Collector’s ItemMacmillan Publishing Company,
1991

ISBN
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Once Upon A Time

Turner, Gwenda

(HC) 0-670-82551-4

Follows a family with a preschooler and an infant through a day.
Four lovely breastfeeding illustrations, though with poor
positioning at the breast. Ages toddler +

Illustrated by Author

28 pgs.
Collector’s Item

Viking, 1990 ISBN

First Family, The

Twinn, Michael

(HC) 0-85953-936-9

Whimsical view of what the "first" family might have been like.
Ages 2+

Illustrated by Author

28 pgs.Child's Play International 1994 ISBN

On a volé mes tétés

Vaudour, Christelle

2-915986-00-2

Texte du Christelle Vaudour
Le sevrage de l'allaitement tout en couleurs et en douceur...

Illustrations de Daphné Dejay

20 pgs.
New This Year!

Terres du Réel Éditions, Paris, 2005 ISBN

Will I Get Breast Cancer? Q
& A for Teenage Girls

Vogel, Caroline G.

0-671-88046-2

This book was written to address the fears of teenage
daughters. Includes descriptions of breast anatomy; normal
development, riskes, diagnosis and treatment of breast
cancer. Includes several mentions of breastfeeding. No
mention of lowering risks of cancer with breastfeeding.
Ages 12 18

Illust. with B/W drawings & photos

192 pgs.
Collector’s Item

Julian Messner (Silver Burdett
Press), 1995

ISBN

That's My Baby

Von Konigslow, Andrea

(HC) 0-920303-56-0
(PB) 0-920303-57-9

Preschooler mother lets preschooler try nursing again.
"It tasted kind of funny".

Illustrated by Author

24 pgs.
Canadian

Annick Press, 1986 ISBN

How I Was Born

Wabbes, Marie

(HC) 0-688-10734-6

(Translated from French) Small boy tells the story of his birth.
"Mom's milk was very good. Sometimes I fell asleep while I
nursed". Ages preschool +

Illustrated by Author

26 pgs.
Collector’s Item

Tambourine, 1998 ISBN
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Rosie’s Babies

Waddell, Martin

(HC) 0-7636-0718-5

Four year old Rosie cares for her two stuffed animals alongside
her mother, who is caring for Rosie’s baby brother. Rosie’s
mother models active listening and support for Rosie’s
feelings as a new big sister. Rosie bottle feeds her “babies” as
her mother breastfeeds the baby in one illustration. Ages 3-7Illustrations by Penny Dale

26 pgs.Candlewick Press, Cambridge,
MA,1990

ISBN

Why War is Never a Good
Idea

Walker, Alice

978-0-06-075385-6

Simple, rhythmic text explores the wanton destructiveness of
War as it demolishes nice people and beautiful things with no
consideration of the consequences. Beautiful illustrations are
vivid with color. Two pages devoted to mothers breastfeeding
their children. All agesIllustrations by Stefano Vitale

32 pgs.
New This Year!

Harper-Collins Publishers, 2007 ISBN

Ma maman a besoin de moi

Walter, Mildred Pitts

2-7470-0795-2

C'est un grand jour, aujourd'hui : la maman de Simon rentre de la
maternité avec une nouvelle petite soeur. Simon est plein de
bonnes intentions : il veut aider, aider le plus possible. Mais le
bébé ne fait que dormir et téter. De 3 à 7 ans

Illustrations du C. et D. Millet

32 pgs.Bayard Éditions Jeunesse, 2003 ISBN

My Mama Needs Me

Walter, Mildred Pitts

(HC) 0-688-01670-7

An African America child is anxious to help his mother care for
his new baby sister. He finds a way to try to encourage the
baby to nurse when she falls asleep in the middle of a feeding.
Ages 3-6

Illustrated by Pat Cummings

Collector’s ItemLothrop, Lee Shepard Books, 1983 ISBN

Mary’s First Christmas

Wangerin, Walter, Jr.

0-310-22216-8

Gather near and listen to a wondrous bedtime story, told long
ago by a special mother to her very special son. Listen as Mary
tells five year old Jesus the story of the first Christmas - of his
own birth and the remarkable events that surrounded it.

Illustrated by Timothy Ladwig

Zondervan Publishing House, 1998 ISBN

It’s My Birthday

Watanabe, Shigeo

0-399-21492-5

Grandpa and Grandma Bear arrive on Bear's birthday with a
photo album of all his special days since he was born. Mamma
Bear assures him that he only cried when he was hungry.
Ages 4+

Illustrations by Yasuo Ohtomo

32 pgs.
Collector's Item
New This Year!

Philomel Books (The Putman &
Grosset Group), New York, 1988

ISBN
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Bad Baby Brother

Weston, Martha

0-395-72103-2

Four year old Tessa is frustrated by her new baby brother who
is unable to play with her and has taken up so much of her
mother’s time. One breastfeeding illustration. Ages 3-6

Illustrated by Martha Weston

32 pgs.Clarion Books, New York, 1997 ISBN

Baby Just Like Me, A

Winter, Susan

1-56458-668-5

Martha is expecting the new baby to be just like her but when it
arrives, it just lies there and takes up all her mother’s time. This
loving black family provides reassurance for Martha and all
children reading this book. Ages 3-5

Illustrations by Susan Winter

32 pgs.
Collector’s Item

Dorling Kindersley, American
Edition, 1994

ISBN

Betsy’s Baby Brother

Wolde, Gunilla

0-394-85380-6

Betsy is shown interacting with her baby brother in a variety of
daily activities. Betsy is jealous of the time her mother spends
nursing the baby. The baby is shown breastfeeding and eating
applesauce. Ages 2-4

Illustrations by Gunilla Wolde

24 pgs.
Collector’s Item

Random House, 1975, 1990 ISBN

Only the Cat Saw

Wolff, Ashley

0-8027-7488-1

In this colorful picture book the cat sees all the details in a
typical 24 hour day in the life of a busy farm family. The mother
is shown breastfeeding the baby in a rocking chair at dawn.
Ages 3-8

32 pgs.
Paperback

Walker and Company, 1996 ISBN

Breasts

Yagyur, Genichiero

(HC) 091629188X

Alternately silly and tender, this book introduces young
children to the real purpose of women's breasts: feeding
babies. Ages 5-8

27 pgs.First publication in Japan, 1989
Kane/Miller Book Publishers, 1999

ISBN

Gerald the Third

Young, Faye Early

(HC) 0-912500-050

Writen from the point of view of six year old Gerald, this story
humorously describes life in a warm and caring home with a
new baby using cartoon like illustrations.
Ages preschool +

Illustrated by Will Lutz

32 pgs.
Collector's Item

La Leche League International,
1977

ISBN
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Bigger Than a Baby

Ziefert, Harriet

0-06-026903-0

This humorously written book helps pre-schoolers identify the
many “tasks” and skills they have acquired that babies don't
yet have. It addresses both physical and emotional
development. Shows both breastfeeding and bottle feeding.
Ages 4-8Illustrations by Laura Rader

32 pgs.
Collector's Item
New This Year!

Harper-Collins Publishers, 1991 ISBN

Getting Ready for New Baby

Ziefert, Harriet

0-06-026896-4

Written with insight, compassion and humor, this book
confortingly explains physical and emotional facts of life. It
includes frank information of how babies are made and what a
new baby means to the whole famlily. Shows both bottle and
breast feeding. Ages 4-8Illustrations by Laura Rader

32 pgs.
Collector'!s Item
New This Year!

Harper-Collins Publishers, 1990 ISBN




